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1. Title of the program : Workshop- ” Women’s safety and self defense”

2. Name of the Coordinator/s : Ms. Sreeja V S

3. Organizing Department/Cell : Gender Equality forum

4. Date : 6th March 2020

5. Number of participants: 50

6. Venue: College seminar hall

7. Resource Person/s : Nil

8. Objective of the Program : To acquire self-defense techniques.

To take precautions against sudden attacks on women

9. Detailed description of the event:

As part of women’s day celebrations, a workshop on” Women’s safety and self defense” was

organised on 6th March 2020 under Gender equality forum. The venue of the program was at the

college seminar hall. It was a one day program which began at 10. 30 am. The workshop was

conducted by the Kerala Police Vanitha cell, Ernakulam rural. Ms. Sreeja V S, convener of GEF

delivered the welcome speech.

Self-defense techniques were being demonstrated by the team. They also made the audience aware

about the need for taking precautions against attacks in advance and the tricks to get escape from

sudden assaults. Many staff and students from various departments attended the programme. SCPO

Sindu M K, SCPO Gracy PC ,SCPO Ambily M M ,SCPO Jishadevi V J were the resource persons.

Several self defence techniques were also demonstrated with the help of students. Ms. Aswani,

Department of Malayalam caste vote of thanks in the concluding session.

10. Outcome of the event/Evaluation by Program Coordinator: The workshop organised by

Gender Equality Forum helped students acquire the basic self defense techniques which can adopt

against sudden attacks. It also enabled them to be cautious against dangers while getting into

relationships. The experiences shared by CPOs helped them to know how to take precautions and

protect themselves from attacks.
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